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Abstract

Cyberbullying, or humiliating and slandering people through Internet, has been recently noticed as a serious social problem disturbing mental health of Internet users. In Japan, to deal with the problem, voluntary members of Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) manually read through the Web to spot cyberbullying entries. To help PTA members in their uphill task we propose a novel method for automatic detection of malicious contents on the Internet. The method is based on a combinatorial approach resembling brute force search algorithms with application to language classification. The method extracts sophisticated patterns from sentences and uses them in classification. We tested the method on actual data containing cyberbullying provided by Human Rights Center. The results show our method outperformed previous methods. It is also more efficient as it requires minimal human effort.

1. Introduction

Recent years have brought to light a problem greatly impairing public mental health, often in young Internet users. It is the problem of cyberbullying, defined as exploitation of online means of communication, such as Internet forum boards, or social networks to convey harmful and disturbing information about private individuals, often children and students. Messages classifiable as cyberbullying, include ridiculing someone’s personality, body type, or appearance, slandering or spreading rumors and insinuations. Some cases of cyberbullying lead the victims to self mutilation, suicides, or attacking their offenders.

In Japan the problem has become serious enough to be noticed by the Ministry of Education (MEXT 2008). In 2007 Japanese school personnel and members of Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) have started monitoring activities under the general name Internet Patrol (later: net-patrol) to spot Web sites containing such inappropriate contents. However, the net-patrol is performed manually as a volunteer work. Countless amounts of data on the Internet make this an uphill task.

This situation motivated us to take up a long term project, in which we aim to contribute to solving the problem of cyberbullying. In the present research we aim at developing a solution which would help and ease the burden of the net-patrol members and create a net-patrol crawler automatically spotting cyberbullying entries on the Web and reporting them to appropriate organs. In this paper we specifically focus on developing a systematic approach to automatically detecting and classifying cyberbullying entries.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Firstly, we define the problem of cyberbullying and present some of the previous research related to ours. Next, we describe our method and the dataset used in this research. Finally, we explain the evaluation settings, thoroughly analyze and discuss the results.

2. Background

2.1. Cyberbullying – A Social Problem

The problem of harmful and offending messages on the Internet has existed for many years. One of the reasons such activities evolved was the anonymity of communication on the Internet, giving users the feeling that anything can go unpunished. Recently the problem has been officially defined and labeled as cyberbullying (CB). The National Crime Prevention Council states that CB happens “when the Internet, cell phones or other devices are used to send or post text or images intended to hurt or embarrass another person.”

Some of the first robust research on CB was done by Hinduja and Patchin, who performed numerous surveys about the subject in the USA (Patchin & Hinduja 2006). They found out that the harmful information may include threats, sexual remarks, pejorative labels, or false statements aimed to humiliate others. When posted on a social network, such as Facebook or Twitter, it may disclose humiliating personal data of the victim defaming and ridiculing them personally.

In Japan, after a several cases of suicides of CB victims Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (later: MEXT) considered the problem as serious and began a movement against it. In a manual for handling the CB cases (MEXT 2008), the Ministry puts a great importance on early detection of suspicious entries, especially on Social Networking Services (SNS) and informal school Websites. A movement of Internet Patrol (later: net-patrol) was founded to deal with the problem. Its participants are usually teachers and PTA members. Based on the MEXT definition of CB, they read through all Internet contents, and when they find a harmful entry they send a deletion request to the Web page administrator and report about the event to the Police.

1http://www.ncpc.org/cyberbullying
Unfortunately, at present net-patrol is performed manually as a voluntary work. This includes reading the countless entries, deciding about their harmfulness, printing out or taking photos of the pages, sending deletion requests and reports to appropriate organs. The surveillance of the whole Web is an uphill task for the small number of net-patrol members. Moreover, the task comes with great psychological burden on mental health to the net-patrol members. With this research we aim to create a tool allowing automatic detection of CB on the Internet to ease the burden of net-patrol volunteers.

2.2. Previous Research

There has been a small number of research on extracting harmful information from the Internet. For example, (Ishisaka and Yamamoto 2010) developed a dictionary of abusive expressions based on a large Japanese electronic bulletin board (BBS) 2channel. In their research they labeled words and paragraphs in which the speaker explicitly insults other people with words and phrases like baka ("stupid"), or masugomi no kuzu ("trash of mass-mudia"). Based on which words appeared most often with abusive vocabulary, they extracted abusive expressions from the surrounding context.

(Ptaszynski et al. 2010) performed affect analysis of small dataset of cyberbullying entries to find out that distinctive features for cyberbullying were vulgar words. They applied a lexicon of such words to train an SVM classifier. With a number of optimizations the system was able to detect cyberbullying with 88.2% of F-score. However, increasing the data caused a decrease in results, which made them conclude SVMs are not ideal in dealing with frequent language ambiguities typical for cyberbullying.

Ikeda and Yanagihara manually collected a set of harmful and non-harmful separate sentences (Ikeda and Yanagihara 2010). Based on word occurrence within the corpus they created a list of keywords for classification of harmful contents. However, they struggled with variations of the same expressions differing with only one or two characters, such as baka ha "blow up" and baku-ha "bleow up". All variations of the same expression needed to be collected manually, which was a weakness of this method.

Fujii et al. proposed a system for detecting documents containing excessive sexual descriptions using a distance between two words in a sentence (Fujii et al. 2010). They defined as harmful “black words” those in close distance to words appearing only in harmful context, rather than in both harmful and non-harmful context ("grey words").

Next, (Matsuba et al.2011) proposed a method to automatically detect harmful entries, in which they extended the SO-PMI-IR score (Turney 2002) to calculate relevance of a document with harmful contents. With the use of a small number of seed words they were able to detect large numbers of candidates for harmful documents with an accuracy of 83% on test data.

Later, (Nitta et al. 2013) proposed an improvement to Matsuba et al.’s method. They used seed words from three categories (abusive, violent, obscene) to calculate SO-PMI-IR score and maximized the relevance of categories. Their method achieved 90% of Precision for 10% Recall. We used both of the above methods as a baseline for comparison due to similarities in used datasets and experiment settings. Unfortunately, method by (Nitta et al. 2013), based on Yahoo! search engine API, faced a problem of a sudden drop in Precision (over 30 percentage-points) across two years, since being originally proposed. This was caused by change in information available on the Internet. In section 4.5. we discuss the possible reasons for this change. Recently (Hatakeyama et al. 2015) tried to improve the method by automatically acquiring and filtering harmful seed words, with a considerable success.

In our research we aimed at minimization of human effort. Most of the previous research assumed that using vulgar words as seeds will help detecting cyberbullying. However, all of them notice that vulgar words are only one kind of distinctive vocabulary and do not cover all cases. We assumed that this kind of vocabulary could be extracted automatically. Moreover, we did not restrict the scope to words, or even phrases (ngrams). We extended the search to sophisticated patterns with disjoint elements. To achieve this we developed a pattern extraction method based on the idea of brute force search algorithm.

3. Method Description

We assumed that applying sophisticated patterns with disjoint elements should provide better results than the usual bag-of-words or n-gram approach. Such patterns can be defined as ordered combinations of sentence elements.

To extract such sophisticated patterns we applied a language modeling method based on the idea of language combinatorics (Ptaszynski et al. 2011). This idea assumes that linguistic entities, such as sentences can be perceived as bundles of ordered non-repeated combinations of elements (words, punctuation marks, etc.). Furthermore, the most frequent combinations appearing in many different sentences can be defined as sentence patterns.

In this method, firstly, ordered non-repeated combinations are generated from all elements of a sentence. In every n-element sentence there is k-number of combination clusters, such as that 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where k represents all k-element combinations being a subset of n. The number of combinations generated for one k-element cluster of combinations is equal to binomial coefficient. In this procedure the system creates all combinations for all values of k from the range of {1, ..., n}. Therefore the number of all combinations is equal to the sum of all combinations from all k-element clusters of combinations, like in equation 1.

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n} \binom{n}{k} = \frac{n!}{(n-k)!} + \frac{n!}{(n-2)!} + \cdots + \frac{n!}{n!} = 2^n - 1 \quad (1)$$

Next, all non-subsequent elements are separated with an asterisk (“*”). All patterns generated this way are used to extract frequent patterns appearing in a given corpus. Their occurrences O is used to calculate their normalized weight \( w_j \) according to equation 2. The score of a sentence is calculated as a sum of weights of patterns found in the sentence, like in equation 3.

$$w_j = \left( \frac{O_{pos}}{O_{pos} + O_{neg}} - 0.5 \right) \times 2 \quad (2)$$

$$w_j = \left( \frac{O_{pos}}{O_{pos} + O_{neg}} - 0.5 \right) \times 2 \quad (3)$$
The weight can be later calculated in several ways. Two features are important in weight calculation. A pattern is the more representative for a corpus when, firstly, the longer the pattern is (length $k$), and the more often it appears in the corpus (occurrence $O$). Thus the weight can be modified by

- awarding length (later: $L A$),
- awarding length and occurrence (later: $L O A$).

The list of generated frequent patterns can be also further modified. When two collections of sentences of opposite features (such as “positive” vs. “negative”) are compared, a generated list of patterns will contain patterns that appear uniquely in only one of the sides (e.g. uniquely positive or negative patterns) or in both (ambiguous patterns). Therefore the pattern list can be further modified by

- erasing all ambiguous patterns (later: $A M B$),
- erasing only ambiguous patterns which appear in the same number in both sides (later zero patterns, or $O P$).

Moreover, a list of patterns will contain both the sophisticated patterns (with disjoint elements) as well as more common n-grams. Therefore the experiments were performed either with patterns ($P A T$), or n-grams ($N G R$) only. If the initial list of sentences was biased toward one of the sides (e.g., more sentences of one kind, or the sentences were longer, etc.), there will be more patterns of a certain sort. Thus to avoid bias in the results, instead of applying a rule of thumb, threshold is automatically optimized. The above settings are automatically verified in the process of evaluation (10-fold cross validation) to choose the best model. The metrics used in evaluation are standard Precision ($P$), Recall ($R$) and balanced F-score ($F$). Finally, to deal with the combinatorial explosion mentioned on the beginning of this section we applied two heuristic methods we can find out whether it is better to represent the result of the classification using different preprocessing varieties but with higher occurrence frequency. By comparing

$$\text{score} = \sum w_j \cdot (1 \geq w_j \geq -1) \quad (3)$$

The MEXT definition assumes that cyberbullying happens when a person is personally offended on the Web. This includes disclosing the person’s name, personal information and other areas of privacy. Therefore, as the first feature distinguishable for cyberbullying MEXT defines private names. This includes such information as:

- Private names and surnames,
- Initials and nicknames,
- Names of institutions and affiliations.

As the second feature distinguishable for cyberbullying MEXT defines any other type of personal information. This includes:

- Address, phone numbers,
- Questions about private persons (e.g. “Who is that tall guy straying on Computer Science Dept. corridors?”),
- Entries revealing other personal information (e.g. “I hate that guy responsible for the new project against cyberbullying.”).

Also, according to MEXT, vulgar language is distinguishable for cyberbullying, due to its ability to convey offenses against particular persons. This is also confirmed in other literature (Patchin & Hinduja 2006; Ptaszynski et al. 2010). Examples of such words are, in English: $sh*t$, $f*ck$, or $b*tch$, in Japanese: $uzai$ (freaking annoying), or $kimoi$ (freaking ugly).

In the prepared dataset all entries containing any of the above information was classified as harmful. Some examples from the dataset are represented in Table 1.

### 4.2. Dataset Preprocessing

The language combinatorics method takes as an input sentences separated into elements (words, tokens, etc.). Therefore we needed to preprocess the dataset and make the sentences separable into elements. We did this in several ways to check how the preprocessing would influence the results. We used MeCab\(^3\), a standard morphological analyzer for Japanese to preprocess the sentences from the dataset in the following ways:

- **Tokenization**: All words, punctuation marks, etc. are separated by spaces (later: $T O K$).
- **Parts of speech (POS)**: Words are replaced with their representative parts of speech (later: $P O S$).
- **Tokens with POS**: Both words and POS information is included in one element (later: $T O K + P O S$).

The examples of preprocessing are represented in Table 2. Theoretically, the more generalized a sentence is, the less unique patterns it will produce, but the produced patterns will be more frequent. This can be explained by comparing tokenized sentence with its POS representation. In the sentence from Table 2, the phrase *kimochi ii* ("pleasant") can be represented by a POS pattern $N A D J$. We can easily assume that there will be more $N A D J$ patterns than *kimochi ii*, because many word combinations can be represented by this pattern. Therefore POS patterns will come in less variety but with higher occurrence frequency. By comparing the result of the classification using different preprocessing methods we can find out whether it is better to represent sentences as more generalized or as more specific.

---

3http://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/jinkenc/hp/

4http://code.google.com/p/mecab/

---

3http://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/jinkenc/hp/
Table 1: Four examples of cyberbullying entries gathered during Internet Patrol. The upper three represent strong sarcasm despite of the use of positive expressions in the sentence. English translation below Japanese content. Harmful patterns recognized automatically – underlined (underlining in English was made to correspond as closely to Japanese as possible).

| 2-zen no tatsuji no onna meccha busy suki na hito barashimashoka? I-zen no anoko dezuyo ne? Kimogattarunde yamete agete kudasai
|分厚丸でさすがに大好きに見られてかしましょか？不分の子供だぞ？心が裂かれられてやめてくれダウン...

Wanna know who likes that awfully ugly 2nd-grade Azalea girl? Isn’t that 1st-grader isn’t it? He’s disgusting, so let’s leave him mercifully in peace.

Shinde kuree, daibu kiraware-mono de yuumei, sabote ga itaiwaishish...

Please, dearie, you’re so famous for being disliked by everyone, everything in you is so pathetic.

Table 2: Three examples of preprocessing of a sentence in Japanese; N = noun, TOP = topic marker, ADV = adverbial particle, ADJ = adjective, COP = copula, INT = interjection, EXCL = exclamative mark.

| Sentence: 今日はなんて気持ちいい日なんだ！ |
| Transliteration: Kyō wa nante kimochiiii hii nanda! |
| Meaning: What a pleasant day it is today! |
| Translation: What a pleasant day it is today! |

Preprocessing examples

1. Tokenization: Kyō wa nante kimochi iì hi nanda!
2. POS: N TOP ADV N ADJ N COP EXCL

4.3. Experiment Setup

The preprocessing original dataset provides three separate training and test sets for the experiment (tokenized, POS-tagged and tokens with POS together). The experiment was performed three times, one time for each kind of preprocessing to choose the best option. For each version of the dataset a 10-fold cross validation was performed and the results were calculated using standard Precision, Recall and balanced F-score for the whole threshold span. In one experiment 14 different versions of the classifier are compared with 10-fold cross validation condition. Since the experiment is performed for three different versions of preprocessing, we obtained overall number of 420 experiment runs. There were several evaluation criteria. Firstly, we looked at which version of the algorithm achieved the top score within the threshold span. We also looked at break-even points (BEP) of Precision and Recall. Finally, we checked the statistical significance of the results. We used paired t-test because the classification results could represent only one of two classes (harmful or non-harmful). To chose the best version of the algorithm we compared separately the results achieved by two group of modifications, eg., “different pattern weight calculations”, “pattern list modifications” and “patterns vs n-grams”. We also compared the performance to the baseline (Nitta et al. 2013).

4.4. Results and Discussion

When it comes to Precision, the highest score of all was achieved by the feature sets: POS/NGR/LA (P=.93), POS/NGR, POS/NGR/OP (P=.92) and POS/NGR/LA/OP (P=.91). Unfortunately, all with low Recall (R=.02–.03). Despite these occasional top scores for Precision, the POS-tagged dataset achieved in general the lowest balanced F-score (up to F=.78).

Also high Precision with much higher Recall was achieved by feature sets: TOK+POS/PAT/NGR and TOK+POS/PAT/NGR/OP (P=.89, R=.34). The dataset preprocessing containing both tokens and POS tags also achieved the highest general results in balanced F-score (F=.8 for TOK+POS/PAT/NGR/OP and F=.79 for TOK+POS/PAT/NGR). Dataset which was only tokenized achieved moderate scores in general. From the fact that the general results ideally corresponded with the sophistication of preprocessing, we infer that the method could be further improved by more sophisticated preprocessing.

Tokenization with POS tagging also provided the highest scores when it comes to break-even point (BEP) of Precision and Recall. The highest scores were achieved by TOK+POS/PAT/NGR and TOK+POS/PAT/NGR/OP (P=.79, R=.79, F=.79). Since this corresponds to the best results in F-score, we consider the two feature sets as optimal. There were small differences in detailed results between these datasets, however, as they occurred statistically insignificant, we consider both of them as optimal. It could be further noticed that, since TOK+POS/PAT/NGR uses less patterns (no zero-patterns), this feature set could be more time-efficient.

When it comes to other modifications, in most cases deleting ambiguous patterns yielded worse results, which suggests that such patterns, despite being ambiguous to some extend (appearing in both cyberbullying and non-cyberbullying entries), are in fact useful in practice. Also, awarding pattern length or occurrence in weight calculation, although causing statistically significant differences in results, did not come with performance improvement.

4.5. Comparison with Previous Methods

After specifying optimal settings for the proposed method, we compared it to previous methods. In the comparison we used the method by (Matsuba et al.2011), (Nitta et al. 2013), and its most recent improvement by (Hatakeyama et al. 2015). Moreover, since the latter extracts cyberbullying relevance values from the Web (in particular Yahoo! API), apart from comparison to the reported results we also repeated their experiment to find out how the performance of the Web-based method changed during the three years. Finally, to make the comparison more fair, we compared both our best and worst results. As the
evaluation metrics we used area under the curve (AUC) on the graph showing Precision and Recall. The results are represented in Figure 1.

The highest overall results when it comes to AUC were obtained by the best settings of the proposed method (tokens with POS, all patterns, no weight modification), which starts from a high 77% and retains the Precision between 80% and 90% for most of the threshold. Although the highest score was still by (Nitta et al. 2013), performance of their method quickly decreases due to quick drop in Precision for higher thresholds. Moreover when we repeated their experiment recently in January 2015, the results greatly dropped. After thorough analysis of the experiment data we noticed that most of the information extracted in 2013 was not available in 2015. This could be due to the following reasons. Firstly, fluctuation in page rankings could push the information lower making it not extractable by Nitta et al.’s method. Secondly, frequent deletion requests of harmful contents by net-patrol members could make their efforts pay off. However, the most probable is the third cause, which is the recent tightening of usage policies by most Web service providers, such as Google4, Twitter5 and Yahoo! used by (Nitta et al. 2013). This includes recently introduced DMARC6 policies related to e-mail spoofing and general improvements in policies aimed at decreasing Internet harassment. Such changes aimed at limiting the growing problem of Internet harassment, implemented on a corporate level, are in general a positive phenomenon, despite reducing the performance of cyberbullying detection software. Moreover, as was recently shown by (Hatakeyama et al. 2015), the performance can be to some extent improved by automatically optimizing the list of seed words applied in such methods.

However, The fact that the performance of Nitta et al.’s method decreased from over 90% to less than 60% during 3 years is an important warning for other research based on Web search engines. Probability of such problems have been indicated some time ago (Kilgarriff 2007), and could become a major problem in the future. This also advocates more focus on corpus-based methods such as the one proposed in this paper.

Finally, while the numerical results were in favor of the proposed approach, we also wanted to know to what extent the patterns automatically recognized by the proposed method cover the manually selected seed words in the previous research (Matsuba et al. 2010; Matsuba et al. 2011; Nitta et al. 2013). In the result, all seed words appeared in the list of automatically extracted patterns. This can be interpreted as follows. Firstly, CB definition by (MEXT 2008) and hunch of the researchers, on which previous approaches were mostly based, were generally correct. Secondly, using our automatically extracted patterns it could be possible to improve previous approaches in the future.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a method for automatic detection of Internet forum entries that contain cyberbullying (CB) – contents humiliating and slandering other people. CB is a recently noticed social problem which influences mental health of Internet users, and might lead to self-mutilation and even suicide of CB victims.

In the proposed method we applied a combinatorial algorithm, resembling brute force search algorithms, in auto-

---

4 https://www.google.com/events/policy/anti-harassmentpolicy.html
5 https://blog.twitter.com/2014/building-a-safer-twitter
6 http://www.dmarc.org/
matic extraction of sentence patterns, and used those patterns in text classification of CB entries. We tested the method on actual CB data obtained from Human Rights Center. The results show our method outperformed previous methods. It is also more efficient as it requires minimal human effort.

In the near future we plan to apply different methods of dataset preprocessing to find out whether the performance can be further improved and to what extent. We also plan to obtain new data to evaluate the method more thoroughly, and apply different classifiers. Finally, we plan to verify the actual amount of CB information on the Internet and reevaluate the method in more realistic conditions.
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